
 

Trail Camera Survey Field Procedures and Best Practices for Whitetail Deer 
featuring HuntPro® Image Management and Data Analysis Tool  
(HuntPro Plus / HuntPro Manager / HuntPro Research editions) 

 
 
Thank you for downloading HuntPro’s Trail Camera Survey Field Procedures for Whitetail Deer.  This guide 
was compiled by wildlife professionals with decades of experience conducting surveys for private clients 
and public agencies and is intended to help you get the most out of your trail camera surveys. In addition, it 
will provide details on HuntPro’s capabilities, highlighting how our new artificial intelligence (AI) powered 
technology is revolutionizing how wildlife professionals and recreational hunters alike prepare for whitetail 
deer season. 
 
Working smarter, not harder 
 

Today, wildlife professionals, biologists, property managers, and hunters have access to an unprecedented 
amount of field data captured via trail cameras. But converting raw trail camera images and data into 
useable information is inefficient and time consuming because everything is manual. Each image must be 
reviewed to see what (if anything) was in it, and then manually organizing images, counting targets and 
recording results, requiring hours and hours of time. In fact, HuntPro estimates manual image review time 
takes 6 to 12 seconds per image!  That means a dataset of 10,000 images, which is not uncommon for small 
properties over the course of a 2-week image collection process, may require 25 hours or more in front of a 
computer screen just clicking arrow keys and counting deer every once in a while.  Just imagine a large 
property generating 25,000 images, or even 100,000 images, each of which had to be manually reviewed to 
identify wildlife!  
 
After reviewing images and cataloging the results, the next step is to extract all the images of bucks into 
different “folders” on your computer organized by point class, and match up images of unique bucks that can 
be named and add them to additional unique folders. You may have well over 100 folders filled with raw 
images, which is complex, inefficient to manage, and knowingly contains some duplicates that will throw off 
your results. For the small property 10,000 image project mentioned earlier, you have likely spent 40 or more 
hours compiling your results. 
 
The last step involves sharing images and analysis results with your client and/or hunters who plan on 
visiting the property when deer season opens. More hours must be spent compiling the final population 
study document in addition to “shoot” or “don’t shoot” lists to share along with the hundreds, if not 
thousands of images you spent the last few weeks organizing. This is working harder, not smarter.  
 
With HuntPro, the AI does all the work for you, analyzing each image in milliseconds, automatically filtering  
images by species – deer (bucks, does, fawns), turkey, hog, coyote, racoon and skunk in addition to people 
and vehicles - compiling population statistics and providing you with tools like ID Mode to tag specific deer 
as well as building action lists and an electronic harvest log.  No more days spent pressing arrow keys 
looking for needles in a haystack. No more hours copying and pasting files. No more manual spreadsheets.  
Everything is in the cloud, sorted with a mouse click and accessible via any web browser or mobile device.  
 
That’s working smarter, not harder!  To learn more about HuntPro or schedule a demonstration using your 
actual trail camera images, contact us online. 

https://share.hsforms.com/1BBX5mZdmRCe5DSDbQpXgDw3x7jw


Survey Procedures and Best Practices 

This information will help you improve your wildlife image capture using trail cameras and optimize your 
results using HuntPro.   

Recommended Trail Camera Features 

• Digital Infrared (IR) cameras standard or black light. 

• High resolution image capture: 12 Megapixel images are standard in most cameras. 

• IR cameras that provide a wide and far reaching flash range equal to detection area. 

• Long battery life. 

• SD card photo storage. Note: use large capacity SD cards (32GB or greater) so they will not need to 
be removed until the end of the survey period. 

• Good photo quality during dawn and dusk daylight transition periods. 

• Photo view screens are not typically necessary. HuntPro discourages tampering with cameras or SD 
cards during the survey period unless a potential problem is detected. 

• Cellular image transmission cameras can be used, and photos directly uploaded into HuntPro. 
However, high-resolution photos should also be stored internally on SD Card. 

Survey Site Locations – Best Practices 

• Run 1 camera per 100 acres of property or less on smaller properties. 

• Survey sites should be distributed evenly across the property and not placed too close together, too 
close to property boundaries or too close to high fences on game-fenced properties. 

• Online maps such as Google Earth can aid in determining where survey sites should be located. 

• In most cases, when survey sites are 700 to 800 yards apart, they are adequately covering 100-acre, 
circular zones with only moderate perimeter overlap. 

• On larger properties, it will take several cameras to conduct a proper trail camera survey at the 
recommended density. In this situation, a property can be divided into two zones and the first zone 
surveyed for the time required before moving cameras to the next zone. 

• Survey sites should be in secluded areas away from major roads or trails while still accessible by 
vehicle or ATV for baiting the camera trap. 

Preparing Survey Sites 

• Find sites with no trees or heavy brush growing in the detection zone within roughly 10 yards from 
the intended camera location. 

• Remove hanging limbs or tall grass and vegetation in detection zone that may trigger camera when 
moving in the wind. 

• Leave grass and other vegetation no more than 6 inches high as ground cover in the detection zone 
where bait will be spread to prevent racks from being obscured if a deer is feeding on the ground. 

• Optional: Place a small marker at each site which will appear in photos numbering all sites 
separately, this is not necessary with camera photo stamp for each site and naming camera 
locations in HuntPro. 



• Do not place cameras on pre-existing feeder locations; however, survey sites can be located within a 
reasonable distance from feeders. 

• Avoid using feeders of any kind at survey sites, bait and/or attractant will be spread on the ground in 
detection zone 

Camera Setup 

• Program all cameras with the correct date, time and photo stamp survey site number. 

• Conduct a test with each camera outside triggering the camera during the day and night to test 
functionality and photo quality. 

• Set the delay time when the camera will again be triggered after an event at 5 minutes for a high 
deer density or 3 minutes  for low deer density to avoid taking an unnecessarily high volume of 
photos considering also the presence and density of feral hogs or wild turkey on the property. 

• Be sure multiple image burst mode and video mode are not on and program cameras to take a single 
photo when triggered. 

• Using an ink pen write the number of the camera on the SD card which corresponds with the camera 
it is used in; you may also number the camera on outside or inside. 

• Set cameras at sites roughly 15 to 20 feet from the center of where bait is being spread and 2 to 3 
feet off the ground depending on slope. 

• Cameras should face the north or south to avoid dawn and dusk sun glare. 

• Consider installing round fence posts as camera mounts or commercial game cam stakes, it can be 
difficult to find the perfect tree or fence post at every site. 

 

Pre-survey Period 

• No less than 1 week before the first day of survey period, empty or close off feed ports on all feeders 
and stop any supplemental feeding program until the survey is complete. 

• Whole kernel corn, shucked corn cobs and/or an attractant such as DRAW should be spread on the 
ground, not piled in a mound inside the photo zone at each site roughly 1 week before starting the 
survey.  

• Bait should remain present throughout the pre-survey and survey period. 

• Visit sites as needed mid-day to replenish bate being conscious of human scent, wear rubber boots, 
try not to handle bait directly and keep visit time short. 

 

Survey Period Protocol 

• Begin autumn survey after buck antlers are fully developed being in late August to mid-September. 

• Prepare to run cameras for no less than 10 full days with 16 days being optimal. 

• If survey is run for 10 to 14 days refer to the QDMA Trail-Cam Survey Computation Form and enter 
the appropriate correction form to your own statistical analysis or HuntPro data. 

• Sites need to be fully baited on the day survey begins with a 50Lb. bag of corn (or more) plus 
attractant to last for days based on consumption rates determined during the pre-survey period. 

http://www.4swildlife.com/
https://www.qdma.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/QDMA_trail_cam_survey_computation.pdf


• Place cameras and check photo images captured at each location then start cameras for survey. 

• Be sure photo area is level horizontally and image shows area from the ground where bait is placed 
upward so the entire body of animals at the baited photo area will be clearly seen. 

• Visit and re-bait sites multiple times during the survey period which may be as much as every 2 to 3 
days depending on deer density and bait consumption rates by deer and other animals. 

• Do not allow bait or attractant to be fully consumed and not present for more than a 24-hour period. 

• Adding the attractant DRAW with corn will not only jump start use of the camera trap but continue to 
attract deer after corn is fully consumed until site can be rebaited. 

• During 1st re-visit and a mid-survey re-visit check camera battery life and number of events triggered. 

• If the number of photos taken at any site after a few days is considerably lower than other sites, the 
camera may be malfunctioning. 

• Using 32G+ SD cards, storage capacity should be a non-issue and you will not need to pull cards until 
survey is complete if all cameras were properly tested. 

• In our experience, each camera should take between 500 and 1,500 photos during the survey period 
with camera set to take a single photo at 5-minute intervals. 

• Collect cameras and cards mid-day on the last day or 24-hour session of the 16-day survey period. 

 
OPTION 1: Image Analysis and Population Study Using HuntPro 

If you’re a HuntPro Plus, HuntPro Manager or HuntPro Research subscriber, it is now time to upload photos 
into HuntPro trail camera image management and data analysis web application.  If you are not a subscriber 
and would like to learn more, please contact us to set up a demonstration.  

Upload all SD card images into the HuntPro portal using the HuntPro speed loader desktop app, available for 
both PC and Mac. The uploader tool enables you to select a folder to store the images or create a new folder 
in the HuntPro system.  It should be noted that folders are intended as high-level organization aids, where all 
the images of your trail camera survey should be uploaded for a specific property or a specific season. 

As images are uploaded, they are analyzed by the AI, automatically tagged by species and presented to the 
user in the Data Explorer tab.  AI sensitivity can be set by the user (we recommend 80% confidence), 
requiring the user to manually review selected images to confirm contents. Note that the confidence setting 
% does not reflect how many images may need to be manually reviewed. HuntPro will likely only require the 
user to manually review a handful of images out of thousands where photo quality due to lighting conditions 
or target proximity prevent a positive identification.   

The Data Explorer tab enables you to access filtered views of individual species and use additional settings 
like time of day, date ranges and camera locations to drill down to very specific criteria. HuntPro’s filtering 
capabilities eliminate the need to manually cut and paste images into hundreds of folders like in the past. 
Every image is sorted and accessible with the click of a mouse.     

Once HuntPro’s AI has finished analyzing and tagging images, the underlying data is used to calculate deer 
population data insights including Fawn Recruitment Rate and Adult Sex Ratio. Using HuntPro’s ID Mode you 
can identify each unique, adult buck creating a catalog of named animals. Each buck profile includes the 
user’s take or pass qualification for the year based on age and antler quality with targeted bucks making the 
Need to Harvest list. Buck catalogs with images can be accessed by read only users via the mobile app while 
hunting.  Training videos and best practices for HuntPro subscribers are available by logging in to the 
HuntPro website.  

https://4swildlife.com/collections/deer-attractant
https://portal.huntpro.app/login
https://share.hsforms.com/1BBX5mZdmRCe5DSDbQpXgDw3x7jw
https://www.qdma.com/3-ways-track-fawn-recruitment/
https://www.qdma.com/reality-doebuck-ratios/
https://portal.huntpro.app/videos


  

HuntPro dashboard folders 

The Folders page displays all the groups of 
trail camera images you have uploaded into 
HuntPro. Users typically organize folders by 
year or property.   

Data Explorer tab filtered images  

Opening a Folder takes you to the Data 
Explorer page, where all your uploaded 
images are filtered by species using the 
buttons on the left side of the screen. 
Additional filtering criteria are available 
(example: dates) to narrow down images. No 
more copying and pasting images into 
folders! 

Species, sex, and age tagging  

Clicking a specific image within a filtered view 
opens a larger image along with tags for each 
animal detected in the image.  Slider bars 
enable you to change image contrasts and 
clicking the ID Mode button will enable you to 
name and catalog specific animals in lists. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ID Mode tagging 

ID Mode enables you to associate images 
with a specific, named animal as well as 
add details and notes.  

Unique buck profile page 

Each animal tagged with an ID can be 
viewed as a list, providing all the images in 
the system where it is found.  

Population study tab 

Clicking on the Population Study tab 
provides access to HuntPro’s advanced 
data analytics tools that provide a 
comprehensive set of population 
information for your trail camera study 
results.  



OPTION 2: Manual Image Analysis and Population Study 

If you are not a HuntPro subscriber, you can still manually run a survey and/or find and folder unique bucks. 
Use the Quality Deer Management Association’s Trail-Cam Survey Computation Form to compile your 
results.  

Manual surveys can provide results similar to HuntPro, however they will take a significant amount of time to 
review, catalog, compile and analyze thousands of images. The bulk of manual survey time is spent 
mindlessly arrowing through images, only taking action when an image of interest – a needle in a haystack – 
is discovered. Furthermore, data and statistics must be manually compiled and finally presented in a one-of-
a-kind document.  With HuntPro, everything is automated and available on demand in the cloud. 

Unleash the power of your trail camera images with HuntPro today! 

 

About the Author: Rans Thomas 

Rans Thomas is a Wildlife Biologist and Consultant with over 25 years of experience developing and 
managing hundreds of private hunting properties across the United States. His lifelong passion for the 
outdoors and cutting-edge strategies in wildlife management has led him to become an expert in wildlife 
population modeling and an innovator in trail camera data analysis technology. He is recognized within the 
industry as an authority in game management and is a prominent industry advisor, speaker and TV 
personality. 

As Consulting Partner and Strategic Advisor on the HuntPro team, Rans provides real-world insight and 
expertise for the Company’s technology development strategy and system capabilities to ensure it exceeds 
the needs of top academic and professional users.  

In addition to HuntPro, he is the founder of Creative Land And Wildlife Solutions (CLAWS), a wildlife 
consulting business helping clients optimize field sports return from their hunting property.  

Rans is a proud graduate of The University of Georgia’s Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources 
and received the Quality Deer Management Association (QDMA) Professional Deer Manager of the Year 
Award in 2009. 

Email Rans Thomas 

 

About HuntPro 

Based in Carrollton, Georgia, HuntPro® is a patented image recognition platform that uses Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to enable outdoorsmen, natural resource agencies and property managers to quickly and 
easily identify species, measure populations and track behaviors of wildlife using photo streams generated 
by digital trail cameras. 

Email HuntPro or call us at (678) 253-7335 

 

https://www.qdma.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/QDMA_trail_cam_survey_computation.pdf
http://www.huntpro.app/
https://www.facebook.com/ransthomaslandwildlife/
mailto:%20%3crthomas@huntpro.app%3e?subject=HuntPro%20trail%20camera%20survey%20document%20
mailto:marketing@huntpro.app?subject=HuntPro%20Trail%20camera%20survey%20document
http://www.huntpro.app
http://www.huntpro.app
https://www.facebook.com/HuntProAI/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/huntproai/
http://www.huntpro.app
https://www.facebook.com/HuntProAI/
https://www.facebook.com/HuntProAI/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/huntproai/
http://www.huntpro.app
https://www.facebook.com/HuntProAI/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/huntproai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/huntproai/

